
Every business requires regular checking 
protocols for repeat or specific operational 
tasks. These are usually captured on 
paper or a spreadsheet at best, are poorly 
collated, difficult to store and access, 
and cost significant amounts of time and 
money to complete and maintain.

eCheck brings checklist management to 
the future. By improving efficiency and 
productivity, eCheck consigns your paper 
based checklists to the waste basket.

eCheck stores all the answered checklists 
in one secure place. Completed checklists 
are held permanently in a tamper-proof 
environment, where they can be used to 
meet compliance, regulatory or legislative 
obligations. This data can also be used to 
mitigate against the threat of litigation.

Improved accuracy and complIance

Greater operatIonal effIcIency

eCheck improves the efficiency of business-
as-usual operational tasks by standardising 
the way in which users complete checklists. 
By centrally managing all business 
checklists, users are guaranteed to complete 
the same version.

The users’ checklist data is automatically 
collated in a central repository making it 
easy to report on checklist compliance, 
no need for expensive data entry and time 
consuming manual collation.
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If you’re interested to learn more about eCheck - including arranging a demo - or want to find out more about 
how else we can help you, please contact us:

     Reduced Cost
No more printing or shipping, and zero data 
collation costs.

     Centrally Managed
All users use the same checklist version

     Data Driven
No need for developers – checklists are data 
driven and easily configurable.

     Responsive Design
It works on you mobile device – no more pen 
and paper.

     Scheduling
Checklists can be scheduled to be completed at 
specific times, even within specific time-frames.

     Unlimited Checklists
There is no limit to the number of checklists you 
can create. 

     Centrally Collated
All checklist data is held in one secure place.

     Lifecycle Management
Create draft checklists, publish and then retire 
them.

     Version Controlled
Updates to a published checklist will not affect 
previous versions.

     User Focussed
A simple and intuitive interface means users will 
get to grips with using eCheck quickly and easily.

ImprovEd accuracy aNd complIaNcEuSE caSES

FEaturES & BENEFItS

Health & Safety
Electrical appliance testing
Pest control
Food hygiene

Manufacturing processes
Quality control
Satisfaction surveys
Risk assessments

Hardware builds
Employee onboarding
Asset decommissioning
Regulatory checks
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